1998 Penn Bowl 007 (Unused Round from NYU)
1) Born in Cadiz, Ohio in 1901, he worked as a laborer in a tire factory, a call boy in an Akron theatre, and
a lumberjack before becoming an actor. Among his accomplishments, he won the 1934 Academy Award
for best actor for "It Happened One Day". FfP, name this actor most remembered for saying "Frankly my
dear, I don't give a damn. "
ANS: Clark GABLE
2) An importnat civil rights case in the 1930's, it became a cause celebre concerning the rights of blacks in
the South. The state of Alabama continued to prosecute 9 men despite the disapproval of the US Supreme
Court. FfP, name this 1931 case in which the state eventually succeeded in concivting 9 black man
falsely accused of raping two white girls in a rail car
ANS: SCOTTSBORO Case
3) ART -- Painting
4) He was vocal and active in his opposition to the Vietnam War, maintaining that Henry Kissenger was
only fit to head a "Department of Death" but still found time to give a series of lectures at Berkely entitled
"Language of the Mind". FfP name this influential linguist who formulated a theory concerning generativea.k.a transformational grammar.
ANS : Noam CHOMSKY
5) Designed by A.N. Poerantsev, this landmark is built in a pseudo-Russian style around a steel skeleton
and was completed in 1893. It was reconstructed in the 1950s to accommodate three levels, and to reduce
the number of stores to 150 larger, established companies. For ten points, name this Moscow structure,
whose name is an acronym for the Russian for "State Department Store".
_ G_osudarstvenny _U_ niversalny _M _agazin
6) RELIGIONS -- Catholic
7) In this movie, we're in a city, built on two levels, one for the rich, with skyscrapers and hanging gardens
and air taxis, the other-subterranean and prisonlike-for the woIkers to keep the aboveground society going.
The story, which is perfectly preposterous, concerns a banker's son who decides to go and live with the
workers whereupon he falls in love with a girl named Maria. As "Caligari" begot the horror mIll, this filmallegorical and futuristic-generated the sci-fi genre. FfP, name this 1926 movie by Fritz Lang.
ANS: METROPOLIS
8)This theory was originally described by Daniel Bernoulli as a "tumult of very miute corpuscles which are
driven hither and thither" to expound on Boyle's law. It was further described by lC. Maxwell and
Ludwig Boltzmann, this physical theory is a math description of how small fast particles can manifest itself
in the observed properties of bulk matter. FfP, what is the name of this theory also known as theory of
motion.
ANS: KINETIC THEORY
9)It is described as the progressive contraction of successive sections of circular smooth muscle. These
kind of contractions move along the gastrointestinal (GI) tract in an orthograde direction. FTP, indentifY
this kind of muscular wave in the small intestine and esophagus that helps food move down the GI tract?
ANS : PERISTALSIS
10)This 3-part name is given when nuclei in low-nergy states "spin-flip" to a higher energy state making it
resonant with applied radiation. IH and 13C nuclei along with nuclei possessing odd number of protons
show this phenomenon. FfP, name this kind of spectr9scoPy that together with mass and IR spectroscopy
makes it possible to determine structures of organic m01ecules.
ANS: _N_uclear _M_agnetic _R_esonance
29)This African playwright, novelist and scholars work has been translated into more than twenty
languages. His works include the play The Black Hermit, the novels, Weep Not Child, and The River
Between. FTP, name the author of the popular text of post-colonial theory Decolonizing the Mind.

ANS: Ngugi wa THIONG'O

12)TWO ANSWERS REQUIRED:
Gauge records for these "two" North American lakes clearly show them to have identical water level
regimes and mean long term behavior, and the strait that connects them is at the same elevation as both
lakes. FfP, name these two lakes, one wholly in the United States and the other bisected by Canada and
the United States which have been regarded by some to be one large lake ..
ANS: Lakes MICHIGAN AND HURON
13)The north region of this country is a continuance of the Libyan desert and is predominantly populated
by Arabs, while the south is populated by Christian ane! animistic Africans and is fertile and irrigated due
to the Nile. FfP, what is this country, the largest in Africa, whose capital is Khartoum?
ANS: SUDAN
14)PHILOSOPHY
16) On the death of her husband, this queen of the Iceni (eye-SAY-nee) tribe raised an army and eventually
destroyed Camulodunum and sacked Londinium, killing 70,000 Romans. Upon her defeat at the hands of
the governor of Britannia, she poisoned herself in despair. FfP, name this tragic figure, the subject of
poem by Tennyson and a song by Enya.
ANS: BOUDICCA (also accept: any phonetic pronunciation of "Boadicea")
17)Religion
18) 27) Born in East Knoyle, Wiltshire, he gained fame as a scientist and mathematician. He later
designed Sheldonian Theatre at Oxford and Trinity College at Cambridge. FTP, name the architect best
known now for St. Paul's Cathedral.
ANS: Christopher WREN
19)RecenUy in the news for having fallen ill due to complications from Parkinsons disease, he is the only

man to be inducted into the Songwriters Hall of Fame, the Country Music Hall of Fame, and the
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. FfP, name this singer who recently appeared in a commercial singing the
theme to Laverne abd Shirley.
ANS: Johnny CASH
21 )To the amusement of some and the horror of others; this former Navy Seal is now a mayor in the city of
Brookline, Minnesota. FTP, name this soldier turned wrestler turned commentator turned "actor" who
once went by the nickname "The Body."
ANS : Jesse VENTURA
22)RELIGION - Non-western
23)Soc Sci -- law
24)
25)First released in 1995, it's spawned two sequels, a bunch of expanded versions, a movie version, a
sports version, a television version, and even an interactive online "net show" which gives away real prizes
every month. Ten points is yours if you can name this computer game where high culture and pop culture
collide.
ANS: YOU DON'T KNOW JACK
26)This Italian banker and politician was so powerful in Florence that even the Pope, Sixtus IV, had to
resort to a secret conspiracy with the Pazzi family to oppose him. Even then, the attack was unsuccessful.
He survived and even managed to end the resulting war through diplomatic means, ironically increasing his
popular support. FfP, name this patron of Botticelli and Michelangelo.
Answer: LORENZO de' MEDICI (also accept: Lorenzo the Magnificent)

II)Its density is only 0.7 glcm"'3 due to its composition of liquid metallic hydrogen and helium. Its
largest moon is the only moon in the solar system that has a substantial atmosphere, largely nitrogen and
methane. FfP, name this planet whose largest moon is Titan and is famous for its expanded ring system.
ANS: SATURN
28) In 1872, a Chicago merchant sent copies of a 280 page catalogue to farmers in the Midwest offfering
them the opportunity to order by mail the merchandise depicted in the catalogue. FfP, name the country's
flrst mail-order company, named after the Chicago merchant.
ANS: MONTGOMERY WARD and Company
15)Tbis Jolm Keats work begins as Madeline prepares for bed. FfP, name the work that includes
Porphyro as Madelines lover and whose title is a reference to the patron saint of virgins.
ANS: EVE OF ST. AGNES
30) Their turbulent band history includes stereotypical self-destructive behavior and a messy breakup, but
they survived to release a major comeback album after 1995s Northern Lives. FfP, name this British band
whom Noel Gallagher, in a remarkable show of humility proclaimed, the second best band in Britain after
they released 1997s Urhan Hymns.
ANS : the VERVE
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30/20/10 Identify the historical person
30. During the last years of his life he led a faction rebelling against his younger brother, John of Gaunt,
duke of Lancaster.
20. The son of King Edward III, he won acclaim for leading the English army to victory at Normandy and
Crecy.
10. He is most famous for defeating the French at Poitiers and returning to England with the French King
John II his prisoner.
Answer: EDWARD (also accept: the Black Prince)
1. Name the family of each functional carbon group from the suffix ending and the
sample compound. For example if I say -ane, as in methane, you would say

alkane.
1. For 5 pts.: -yne as in hexyne. _ALKYNE_
2. For 10 pts. : -al as in propanal. _ALDEHYDE_
3. For 15 pts.: -oate as in dimethyl pentanoate. _ESTER_

>From the following description, name the corresponding genetic diseases.
1. For 5 pts.: Accumaualtion of extracellular chloride from a recessive allele leads to build-up of thickened
mucus in organs
_CYSTIC FffiROSIS_
2. For 10 pts.: This is a degenerative disease of the neIVOUS system caused by a lethal dominant allele
with no phenotypical effect until ther person is 35 to 40.
HUNTINGTON'S DISEASE
3. For 15Pts.: A recessive sex-linked disorder resulting from lack of a key muscle protein is characterized
only in males by progressive weakening of muscles and a loss of coordination.
_DUCHENNE MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY_ (prompt on MUSCULAR DYSTROPHy)
>From the following rivers given, name the ocean, sea, or other river where
the river flows out for 10 pts. each.
3. Madeira_AMAZON_RIVER
4. Guadalquivir _ATLANTIC_ OCEAN
5. Danube - BLACK- SEA
30-20-10 Name the following state from the given cities and towns.
30 pts: Young Harris, Warner Robins, Brunswick, and Plains
20 pts: Andersonville, Valdosta, Athens, and Stone Mountain
10 pts: Columbus, Savannah, Augusta, and Atlanta
ANS: - GEORGIA30-20-10, name the dead celebrity given a work::
30: Exterminator!
20: Queer
10: Junky
ANS: William S _BURROUGHS_
30-20-10, identify the musical group.
30:This premier English post-modem rock band is fronted by a literature major at Oxford.
20:Chosen by Rolling Stone as "band of the year," their most recent album was just niminated for the
Grammy for Album of the Year.
10:Thier albums include _The Bends_ and _OK Computer._
ANS: - RADIOHEAD-

George Hegels, the Gennan philosopher, theory of change involved a triad of elements. Name the three
elements of Hegels Dialectic Theory FTP each.
ANS: _THESIS, ANTITHESIS, SYNTHESIS_
For ten points a piece, name the following works of Harold Pinter:
A>In the first, Stanley Webber is pampered by a maternal land-lady in this three act work.in which two
new boarders drive Stanley to hysteria during a game of blindmans bluff.
ANS - THE BIRTHDAY PARTYB> In the second, the two characters are assassins waiting in a hotel room for their victim. Name the
work that includes an order for a Chinese meal.
ANS: _THE DUMB WAITER_
After hearing three lists of fIlms, name the director of each for ten points apiece.
A>"Alice Doesnt Live Here Anymore" and "Mean Streets"
ANS: Martin _SCORSESE_
B> "The Boys from Brazil," "The Stepford Wives," and "Rosemarys Baby"
ANS: Ira - LEVINC> "Hard Boiled," "The Killer," and "Face/Off."
ANS: John _ WOO_

30/20/10 Name the ruler.
30. In 1152, at the age of 14, he joined the military in the service of the Syrian ruler Nur ad-Din.
20. Although born in Iraq, he was eventually appointed the Egyptian vizier, and as leader of the Syrian
army, successfully defended Egypt and even managed to unite warring factions.
10. He eventually found his match when King Richard the Lion-Hearted took command of the Crusader
forces; still, in 1192 he signed an agreement which kept Jerusalem in Muslim hands.
ANS: SALADIN
In O$car Wilde's The Picture of Dorian Grey, this book is an important influence on Dorian. The novel
was also called the bible of one of the major movements in literature and art in the late 19th century. FTP
each. Name the novel, its author and the movement that it defmed.
ANS : AGAINST NATURE by J.K. HUYSMANS, an~ the movement is DECADENCE
Identify the following about an assasination attempt on FDR which occured on
February 15, 1933 for five points each.
b) In which U.S. city did this attempt take place?
MIAMI
c) Who tried to assisinate President-elect Franklin Roosevelt on that day?
Guiseppe ZARANGA
d) Who was wounded and later died in this incident?
Anton CERMAK

We know that you College Bowl types may know a lot about chemistry, but do you know anything about
fashion? For ten points each identify the head designers of these major companies int he fashion industry.
a) Chanel
'
b) Christian Dior
d) Gucci
ANS: A) Karl LAGERFELD B) John GALLIANO D) Tom FORD

Identify each of these following locations, for ten points each.
a) The Worlds Largest Cathedral and the city that its located in
b) The U.S . state in which Cairo, Karnak, Thebes, and Little Egypt are
located
d) The present location of the great American hoax, the Cardiff Giant
ANS: A) ST. JOHN THE DIVINE in NEW YORK CITY (require both)
B) ILLINOIS
D) COOPERSTOWN, New York

30-20-10 Name the year.
30: Elias Howe invented the sewing machine.
20: The Bear flag of the Republic of California raised by American settlers.
10: U.S, declares war on Mexico.
ANS: 1846
Identify the famous legal cases for ten points each.
A. This decision extended due process rights to state defendants.
ANS: GIDEON v. WAINWRIGHT
B. This Supreme Court case resulted in state
federal diversity cases.
ANS. ERIE Railroad v. Tompkins

substan~ve

law being used in

C. This 1891 Wisconsin case established the principle that one is liable
for all consequences, foreseeable or unforeseeable, of an intentional tort.
ANS. VOSBURG v. PUTNEY
Given the starting power forward, identify the NBA team for ten points each.
A. Tom Gugliotta
ANS: MINNESOTA TIMBER WOL VES
B. Christian Laettner ANS: ATLANTA HAWKS
C. Charles Barkley
ANS: HOUSTON ROCKETS
Answer the following biblical questions for ten points each
A. The song for this female Israeli leader is considered by many to be the oldest sustained poetic passage
in the Bible.
ANS: DEBORAH
B. The song of Deborah is located in what book of the Bible.
ANS: JUDGES
C. Judges also contains the exploits of what heroic Jewish strongman.
ANS: SAMSON
Answer the following about Modest Mussorgsky, for fifteen points each.
B. On what Russian novelist's work was Mussorgsky's Boris Gudanov based.
:
ANS: AleksandrPUSHKIN
C. What French composer orchestrated a piano suite Pictures at an Exhibition before Muggorgsky's
orchestral version
ANS: Maurice RAVEL

30-20-10 Name the god.
30: His vehicle is Nandi, a four-legged bull which is the protector of all four legged creatures.
20: His more benevolent acts include allowing the Ganges,which the sage Bhagiratha had
induced to fall from heaven, to flow over his head taking the brunt of its force.
10: Known as the Destroyer, he was the most violent and dangerous of the Hindu gods.
ANS: SHIVA

Given a work or works, identify the painter for the stated number of points.
(10) Netherlandish Proverbs
(5) Tower of Babel
ANS: Pieter BRUEGEL, the ELDER
(10) The Marriage at Cana
(5) The Seven Deadly Sins
ANS: Hieronymus BOSCH
30-20-10 Identify the religious movement.
30: Fundamental to this religion is a dichotomy between the jiva (animate, living soul) and the ajiva
(inanimate, nonliving object) and the belief that the soul can only be freed threw the three jewels of right
faith, right knowledge, and right conduct.
20: Although it maintains the Hindu institution of castes, it denies the spiritual authority of the Vedas.
10: With 3.7 million members, this religion founded by Vardhamana Jnatiputra exerts a disproportionate
influence over the Indian community.
ANS . JAINISM
Identify the methods of sculpture from the clues for ten points each.
A. A process in which the artist cuts away material to reach the desired form, the design of which is
governed by the nature of the material
ANS . CARVING

B. A process in which the artist builds up the form using soft and easily shaped materials such as clay.
ANS:MODELING
C. A process in which the artist forms a hollow, negative mold of the original and makes a postive form
by pouring a liquefied material into the negative mold.
ANS. CASTING

